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NEWS RELEASE:

Disa Digital Safety Pte Ltd bows new Serialization Technology Solution
Singapore, 20 December 2016 – Equation Summit Limited’s wholly-owned subsidiary, Disa Digital Safety
Pte Ltd (“DiSa”), a Singapore-based Asset Protection solution provider is pleased to announce that DiSa
has introduced a complimentary patent-pending Asset Protection solution named Serialization with
effect from 20 November 2016. Utilizing the existing DiSa PoSA platform, DiSa is now able to itemize
every product sold at a major retailer and provide support to retail partners and prevent return fraud.
Return fraud is the fastest growing form of shrink and the most difficult form of shrink for retailers to
combat.
The Serialization solution is created from the existing backbone infrastructure that DiSa employs for
Point-of-Sale Activation Benefit Denial technology. The Serialization solution will allow DiSa to penetrate
additional product categories and offer significant potential to increase retail partnership, while making
it simple for global manufacturers to participate.
The application will allow retailers to:
1) Fully authorize returns;
2) Offer a ‘hard decline’ to a fraudulent return; and

3) Communicate to the consumer that the unit was not purchased at this retailer, but will allow the
associate to direct the consumer to the correct retailer
The DiSa solution is the world’s first digital asset protection solution and is now building out into the
‘first-of-a-kind’ (‘FOAK’) digital asset protection platform. The DiSa solution offers end-to-end protection
against theft and protects the retail asset from the point-of-production to the point-of-sale. The DiSa
solution is a low-cost solution that increases efficiency both in the supply chain, in the front and back of
retail stores around the world. The FOAK allows retailers to move to a completely digital platform and
solve yet another gap that has been utilized by offenders to create shrink. Not only will this solution
allow retailers to sell more by increasing in-stock items (top line revenue), it will also decrease shrink
(helping the retailer bottom line).
The solution is safe, digital and is being deployed at major retailers on a global footprint. DiSa will
continue to research and develop new technologies, new solutions from a single digital low-cost
platform that creates sales opportunities, drives efficiency gains and improves the retail shopping
experience.
About Disa Digital Safety Pte Ltd
Disa Digital Safety Pte Ltd is a Singapore-based technology solutions provider that specializes in research
and development of cutting-edge security (“DiSa Asset Protection System”) and digital authentication
(“QuickCheck”) solutions.
DiSa Asset Protection System, the world’s first anti-theft protection technology a digital lock on
consumer electronic products. DiSa Asset Protection System allows the manufacturers and retailers of
consumer electronic products to prevent theft by integrating DiSa Asset Protection System codes into
their products during the manufacturing process by making it inoperable at the point-of-manufacturing
until the point-of-sale at retail stores.
DiSa Asset Protection System has won several awards for technology innovation including two
recognition of Achievement Awards for its innovative features at the 2009 Plus X Award Technology
Conference in Cologne, Germany.
QuickCheck is a digital authentication solution that is capable of verifying the authenticity of a product
instantaneously. It allows the consumers to validate the authenticity of a product in real time prior to a
purchase decision via their own devices. This is done through the scanning of a unique barcode (“QC
Code”) that is applied or printed on the packaging of the products. All it takes to authenticate is a smart
phone with location service.
www.digital-safety.sg
www.digital-safety.us
About Equation Summit Limited
Equation Summit Limited is an investment holding company listed on the SGX Catalist. It is also involved
in integrated electronic waste recycling services including recovery/refinery of ferrous, non-ferrous and

precious metals as well as recycling of cathode ray tubes (“CRT”) and other end of life products; energy
auditing management and professional engineering consultancy services; sales and distribution of audio,
video and other consumer electronics products; the provision of patented end-to-end anti-theft and
anti-counterfeiting solution under DiSa and the supply and trading of construction materials.
Equation Summit Limited and Disa Digital Safety Pte Ltd can be found online at www.eqsummit.sg.

